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High-z galaxies — LF, GSMF, SFR fcn

•

SF histories

•

Zoom Sim — two case studies: biased region &
impact of feedback

•

Galactic Morphologies

•

Smooth accretion vs. Mergers

•

Dust in galaxies
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3.1.

LFs with H2-SF model in Cosmo Sim

where φ∗ , L∗ and α are the normalization, characteristic
luminosity, and faint-end slope of the standard Schechter
function. The additional parameter Lt indicates uv
the
point at which the LF undergoes its second turn, and
β is related to the power-law slope at the lowest lumit
nosities. Note that Φ(L) ∝ Lα−β when L ≪ L
and
cf., O’Shea+15
that both α and β take negative values. A similar functional form to Equation (1) was used by Loveday(Renaissance)
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Modified Schechter Luminosity Function

combine the results of our three runs to create a
osite LF, which covers a much wider dynamic range
s possible with a single cosmological run. In Figwe present our composite LF for z = 6, 7, 8 (red

Future test with JWST.

SFR fcn w/ H2-SF model
H2 -BASED STAR FORMATION MODEL, z ≥ 6 LUMINOSITY FUNCTION, & REIONIZTION

pressure-SF model
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Jaacks+ ’13

Jaacks, Thompson, & Nagamine
z = 6, 7, 8 (red triangles, blue circles and green squares,
H2-SF

respectively). We find good agreement with the observed
results (Smit et al. 2012, cyan diamonds), especially at
z = 7. Deviation at low-SFR end of z = 6 is expected,
given a similar deviation in the LF at the low-end shown
in Jaacks et al. (2012a,b). This deviation could either
indicate that our simulation is still overproducing stars
at z = 6, or it could also be due to uncertainties in the
faint-end observations (i.e., missed faint galaxies) and/or
assumptions regarding extinction.
The SFRF has a similar functional form as the LF,
therefore we utilize the same Schechter+ function to fit
it: φ(SFR) ≡ dn/d log(SFR) = ln(10)SFR Φ(SFR), and
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Figure 3. SFRF of simulated galaxies at z = 6, 7, & 8, shown as
red triangles,
blue circles
and green squares,
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SFR Schechter+ functions
estimates (Smit et al. 2012) are shown by filled cyan diamonds. Solid red, blue and green
lines represent the best-fit
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Modified Schechter SFR fcn:

SFR fcn provides more direct comparison btw sim & obs.

Stochastic SF history
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Increasing SF history

• Galaxy sample divided
according to M★

• SFR∝exp(t/τ)
• τ~70 Myr to 200Myr
for low to high mass
galaxies

• Early galaxy growth

Jaacks, Choi & KN, 12b

phase driven by
gravitational instability

Finlator+11

Illustris

sSFR vs. redshift
14

Thompson, Nagamine, Jaacks, & Choi

estimate from González et al. (2010, yellow shade) at z
is also shown. At the high-mass end of M? > 109 M
two composite GSMFs from H2 and Fiducial runs agree
The slight kink in the composite GSMF at M? ⇠ 108.
for the H2 run is due to the resolution gap between the
ulations; we have verified that an intermediate resolu
run (N500L34, ✏ = 2.72 h 1 kpc) fills in this gap. Due to
heavy computational load, we did not
complete the c
Sparre+’14
sponding Fiducial run for N500L34, therefore this run i
used for other comparisons in this paper. At the lowend of M? < 108 M , the H2 run has a significantly l
number density of galaxies than the Fiducial run. Th
lustrates that the H2 model has a greater impact on
number density of low-mass galaxies.
3.3.1

For Mstar ~ 1010 M⦿ galaxies.

Figure 12. Redshift evolution of the sSFR of simulated galaxies.
Data points for the Fiducial and H2 runs are the median sSFR
KN+’13
at M? = 1010 MThompson,
(Figure 11), while
the error bars represent a 1
spread in the data. Observations are taken from Reddy & Steidel (2009, stars), Weinmann
et al. (2011,…)
cyan shade), Bouwens
(cf. Dave+11,
et al. (2012, squares), and Stark et al. (2012, circles). Simulation
data from Davé et al. (2011) is shown as the black dashed (VZW

On the overprediction of GSMF

One of the primary motivations for implementing the
based SF model was to see if it can remedy the overpr
tion of GSMF at low-mass end due to its natural depend
EAGLE
on metallicity as we described in Section 1. In the earlier
tions, we saw that indeed the H2Furlong+’14
-based SF model red
the number of low-mass galaxies. However, even with
new H2 model, we are still over-predicting the numb

Zoom Sim of Biased Region
Constrained Realization

•

`Quasar host’-like 5-σ
region (20 cMpc/h)

•

3.5 cMpc/h zoom region

•
1 cMpc

(Romano-Diaz+’11, ’13; Yajima+’15)

•
•

ϵ=300 c-pc; ~30p-pc@z~10

mdm~5e5 M⦿
mgas~1e5 M⦿

z=10.2
Romano-Diaz+ ‘11
resolution ~ 30 p-pc, 300 c-pc

Massive disk gal @ z~10
Mtot ~ 1.5e10 M⦿
total disk mass ~ 4.1e9 M⦿
Mstar, disk ~ 2.1e8 M⦿

Mgas ~ 4.8e10 M⦿

Mstar ~ 4.1e10 M⦿

z=6.3

Yajima+ ‘15
Mdust/Mmetal = 0.4,

i.e. Mdust = 0.008 Mgas (Z/Z⊙ )

Extreme Property of Massive Gal in Biased Region
Constrained Region (CR)

Very high SFR !
Most massive gal:
Mstar ~ 8.4e10 M⦿

Unconstrained

Mdust ~ 4.1e8 M⦿
SFR ~ 745 M⦿/yr (z=6.3)

Close to solar
metallicity

Large amount of
dust in massive gal
Yajima+ ‘15

ALMA Observability
UV: 1600 A rest-frame

IR: 106 µm rest (850 µm obs)
surface brightness in log of
[erg / s / cm2 / Hz / arcsec2 ]
ALMA observable !

Yajima+ ‘15

Accretion vs. Merger?
Romano-Diaz+ ‘14
Gas Accretion Rate

Stellar Accretion

Smooth gas accretion & In Situ SFR >>
Mergers

Smooth accretion dominates at all z
(over galaxy mergers)

purple: smooth accretion
red: gal mergers

Brook+’09

Impact of SN feedback on Gas
(movie from z=30 to z=6)
No Feedback

500 ckpc

With Feedback

𝚺star

~100 p-kpc
~7 p-kpc

Gas surface density

Fiducial

low-SF eﬃciency

No SN feedback

Rvir
~18 p-kpc

SF history
No Feedback

Observations:

log SFR

LAE
(Iye+06; Ouchi+09; Ono+12;
Shibuya+12; Finkelstein+13;
Oesch+15; Zitrin+15)

LBG

log Mstar

Oesch+16 (z=11.09)

Submm (SMG)
Watson+15 (z=7.5)

X

GRB host
Tanvir+12 (z=8.2)

Stellar-to-Halo Mass Ratio (SHMR)
No SNe
z=8

z=6

z=7

SHMR

SH03

z=6

z=8
z=7
z=12
z=10
Behroozi
z=6-8

fiducial

Halo Mass

Suppression of SF
by feedback

lower SHMR
Strong Fluctuation
caused by
mergers,
tidal shredding,
grouping issue

Dust Treatment
(for future improvement in radiation transfer
& dust IR emission)

Dust model
The production/destruction processes of Dust in ISM
(e.g. Asano+ ‘13a, Hirashita ‘15 etc.)
Galaxy
atoms,
molecules

destruction
(SN shocks)

grain growth

dust

shattering
AGB stars, SNe II

coagulation

Figure credit :Asano

Hirashita ’15: Two-component dust model
: SFR

E, Ez: mass injection rates

small

large

dust-to-gas ratio evolution (1-zone)

small
t=0.1
Gyr

t=0.3
Gyr

large grains

log (Dust-to-gas ratio)

Dust Formation & Destruction

Aoyama+’17
t=1.0
Gyr

t=5.0
Gyr

Hou+ ‘17

50 cMpc/h
cosmo box
Aoyama+’18

AREPO
cf. McKinnon+’15

Cosmic Dust Evolution

Projected dust dist
around gals.

Aoyama+’18, in prep.

Dust Evolution in Galaxies from z=7 to z=2

Hou+’18, in prep.

Mancini+’15

Summary
• High res. cosmo hydro sim — first galaxy formation at z>6
• Intermittent SF with feedback, but rapidly increasing SFR.
• Feedback changes the structure of gas, star, DM dist.
• SF: Smooth accretion > mergers
• Metal & dust enrichment in CGM/IGM
• Ongoing & Future work:
• Cosmological Dust (Aoyama+18; Hou+18)
• Radiation Transfer (Lyα, [Cii], Oiii, …)

